TAKE OFF
USES
Its special formula, the new generation, based APG He responds to increased demand related to environmental demand
for excellent performance.
TAKE OFF with its characteristics of good wettability, excellent ability to solubilization, good dispersing effect, low
toxicity, ready biodegradability, plays a synergistic action while maintaining satisfied the growing demand for a lowprofile environment TAKE OFF is a particular compound of penetrating agents, bathers and biodegradable detergents
specifically designed to quickly remove deposits of fats or oils of food the processing equipment in the food and ovens,
stoves, containers for frying, hoods, filters, and other kitchen work surfaces.
The use of TAKE OFF (not toxic) according to the instructions is absolutely safe wherever they are cooked and
processed foods.
BENEFITS
The use of TAKE OFF, non-toxic, the premises for the preparation and processing of foods 100% safe provided The
usual precautions are taken to prevent the product is poured or sprayed directly on foods. Not you need to cover, or take
away from foods and condiments Local treaties. TAKE OFF does not contain acidic ingredients and Its delicate aroma
can not sour sauces or discolor or delicate foods with delicate colors.
Regular use of TAKE OFF for grease removal from kitchen surfaces, drastically reduces the danger of ignition of flames
fueled by fat. TAKE OFF saves time, not eliminating the need to cool completely or ovens stove before cleaning. The
penetrating power of TAKE OFF l00 increases in the vicinity of a heat source that is at a temperature around 80 C.
TAKE OFF, also, it makes save valuable time because it makes possible a rapid decrease of fat deposits without also
encrusted the difficult, dangerous and slow job of scrubbing with steel wool abrasive.
TAKE OFF, used as directed, and harmless to the majority of the finishing of metal and of painted surfaces. It should
normally be made a bit attention to remove moisture from metal surfaces unpainted, TAKE OFF l00, however, contains
an agent Special very effective for the inhibition of corrosion that greatly reduces the danger of the formation of rust
when water is used carelessly.
DIRECTIONS FOR USE
Dilute TAKE OFF according to the following guidelines.
Apply the solution thus obtained by spraying or in another way.
Wait to take place the action of substances chemicals contained in the product. Then rinse.
NB For cleaning oven, preheat up to 60 C. about;
Apply the product and let it act as the oven cools.
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